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Cpu benchmark windows

You just bought a new gaming desktop computer or laptop for your office. You may have upgraded your computer with a new CPU and motherboard. You may be in overclocking and tweaking your system to make it run as fast as possible. Do you know exactly what you have? Did your machine get the parts it was
supposed to have? How well is this computer actually working? These are really important questions! So it's a good idea to get some apps to check what's inside the case and test your platform against other machines or compare them to the results shown in your hardware reviews. You can choose from a lot of options,
but we've made a list of 21 programs that are great for analyzing or comparing your devices -- whether you have a mobile phone, laptop, or desktop PC, Linux, or macOS, we've covered you. The software applications suggested in this article will scan your device to see for information about your hardware. Many apps
that we like and use regularly are completely free, although a few just unlock their full potential by buying. In no particular order, let's move on with the list. Part 1: Programs to Analyze and Monitor Computer CPU-Z Download Now from TechSpot | Website: CPU-Z This small program has been for 20 years, and is the
work of software developer Frank Delattre, based in France. Modern CPUs contain a set of instructions that provide extensive information about the processor at activation: brand, model, core number, cache level, and so on. In addition to the computer's brain, it also displays similar information about motherboard and
system memory. The original version was pretty basic, but now contains a lot more detail, and offers an overview of the graphics card, too. There the application also contains a simple CPU benchmark and stress test; You can download your results on their website and share their statistics – not bad for something costs
exactly zero dollars! CPU-Z is only available for PCs and there is also an Android version. GPU-Z Download Now from TechSpot | Website: GPU-Z Next up is another machine-specific program, GPU-Z appeared back in 2007, and is the team's work at Techpowerup. It works in the same way as cpu-z, using a set of
instructions for collecting information about the specifications of the video card. There is no measuring tool in this, but it can monitor and record the output from the settings and sensors on the card, such as clock speed, temperature, voltage and usage. The tool provides a link to the Techpowerup GPU database, so to
know more about the video card, press the Search button. GPU-Z is only available for Windows and is free. HWinfo Download Now from TechSpot | Website: HWinfo The following program on our list has the opposite approach to CPU-Z because it tells you everything you can in your computer. So many details there is
to separate the information into 3 windows: system full report and active sensor readings. The summary window is clean and informative, but the whole system report is what is the jewel in the crown. While a lot of data can be gleaned from Windows' Device Manager (Win Key + X, then select it from the list), but the data
is presented in a much better way, and it's much more comprehensive. Active sensor detection is just as extensive, including data from CPU, RAM, motherboard, video card, fan cases, storage drives and so on. Want a more visual way to display statistics? Just click on any entry in the reading list and HWinfo will show it
as a graph (see here). HWinfo has been in circulation for more than 20 years, and is updated almost every month. And yes, this one's not going to cost you anything. The tool developer, Martin Malík, deserves enormous praise for his long-term project. The program supports 32 and 64-bit versions of Windows, and there
is even one for DOS! Speccy Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Speccy HWinfo reveals far too many details for you, then it is always Speccy. This small program is made by CCleaner developers and is basically a system summary. Some sensor records are built in, as you can see in the image below: small green
bar graphs actively plot temperature values or amount of RAM, storage, etc. Unlike the previous 3 entries in our list of programs, it seems that this is not updated as often. For example, it detects the Intel Core i7-9700K on the computer, which is used to grab these screenshots as i7-7700K. Speccy is available for PCs
and is free to use, but if you want additional features of automatic updates and premium support, there is currently a $19.95 annual subscription. AIDA64 Download Now from TechSpot | Website: AIDA64 Next on our list is AIDA64. The program was made by Hungarian software developers FinalWire, and has been in
circulation (in several forms) since 2010. The standard version, AIDA64 Extreme, is very similar to HWinfo, but is not free. The software comes as a 30-day trial, with different outputs limited as below screenshot shown. After this period the price is currently $39.95, which allows for all software features, and gives
technical support and updates for a year. The program continues to work when the license runs out, but you will need to restore it for further support. Why do you suggest this when HWinfo seems the same and it's free? AIDA64 gets a place on our list because there are versions for Android, Windows Mobile and iOS, so



if you want to dig comprehensively into the inhaled cell phone, then this is one way to do it. HWMonitor Download Now from TechSpot | Website: HWMonitor If the thought of a payment program that monitors the outputs of your hardware sensors leaves you a little cold, then cpu-Z manufacturers have covered you. With a
size of just over 1.2 MB, this small app will be all you need. HWmonitor is only for computers with Windows, but it is free, free, as a tool for controlling temperatures, fan speed and voltage, it fits perfectly with the application. There is a program called HWMonitor for Mac, and the name indicates that the platform port of
this tool -- unfortunately it is not. If you happen to run a MacBook though, and you want to control the temperature and fan, check smcFanControl. Open HWM Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Open the hardware monitor If you are looking for a Linux computer monitoring program, your options are unfortunately
quite limited. However, for 10 years, software developer Michael Möller has been running an open source project to help fill this niche - get to know Open Hardware Monitor. The software is not available and is also available for Windows. It looks and works very much like HWMonitor does, but we found open hardware
monitor that is a little snappier to fire up and work. I-Nex Download Now from TechSpot | Website: I-Nex With covered monitoring, what about the summary specifications? Enter the level left: I-Nex. Developed by a small group of programmers in Poland, this tool only for Linux works somewhat like CPU-Z, but also
provides additional details about hard drives, sound system and operating system structure. Picture source: T.R. | TechPowerUp forums Like many entries in this list, I-Nex is free, but it does not seem to be updated as regularly as other programs – so if your Linux box packing the very latest hardware, it may not
recognize it properly. Part 2: Programs for Benchmark and Stress Test Hardware Now you've got all the monitoring tools you need, but how do you know if your device is running exactly as you should do? This is one of the reasons why we measure. There are a lot of reference programs out there, and a lot of games that
have a reference feature built into them (some times but don't always use them). Games are great for stress testing your GPU, but for this article we have selected 13 pieces of software that are often used in hardware reviews or that provide additional testing features that games cannot do. We did not include programs
that can monitor and record the speed of the game frame, such as FRAPS or MSI's Afterburner, as they do not test your computer directly; but we will look at them in a follow-up article. Sandra 20/20 Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Sandra 20/20 We use another tool to analyze the system for long operation:
SiSoft Sandra to start the reference section. Given the value of the face may seem to offer the same features as HWinfo and AIDA64, but unlike these program summaries, Sandra comes packed with many comparative tools. The test list is comprehensive, but most of it is specific to a particular task, such as
mathematics, which is involved in image processing. Fortunately, there is a whole computer test, but the word caution: it runs for a long time, and your computer can also bug out (screen shuts off, RGB fans error, etc.) during the test, because it is true Results page compare findings against other reference platforms and
provide a breakdown of individual facts and figures. For system administrators and PC builders, Sandra covers all the basics; it's not so friendly to the general user of the computer, though. Sandra is only available for Windows, but the 'Lite' version is free and comes with a rich assay. The price of an upgrade to unlock
everything is currently quite a steep $69.99, but can be installed on up to 5 different computers. There are several versions for professionals and different industries (requiring multiple licenses and remote monitoring), but their prices are significantly higher, from $199.99, through to $2,195. PCMark 10 Download Now
from TechSpot | Website: PCMark 10 If you're looking for a more general benchmark that tests your WINDOWS PC in a variety of common situations (office apps, video streaming, gaming, etc.), then check PCMark 10. Originally made by Futuremark, in Finland (later acquired by UL), the program has been in various
revisions since 2002. There is a free version of Basic that performs a single, general reference test; Unlocking the remaining tests and other functions will set you back $29.99; If you're after even more tests (such as battery life, storage capacity and specific application testing) and greater control over the program, then
you'll need to spend $1,495 each year on the Professional edition. PCMark monitors various things during the test, such as CPU load and temperature, and the results can be uploaded to the UL database for comparison with other systems. There is a separate pcmark version for Android devices. 3DMark Download Now
from TechSpot | Website: 3DMark Another UL comparison tool and one that is even more popular, 3DMark appeared nearly 22 years ago and was one of the standard ways of testing graphics cards -- although games have taken on this role, mostly. This is because it focuses on the operation of intense 3D graphics
loads, using the latest comfort technology, supported by modern graphics cards. There are separate versions for Windows, Android and iOS, and it comes in a free version of Basic which has 4 standard tests. The $29.99 Advanced product allows you all tests, including captured stress test and so-called feature tests that
analyze specific hardware or groove performance, and the purchase allows you to customize your graphical settings. The professional edition of 3DMark, dedicated to the specialist industry, provides greater control over automation and test configuration, costs as much as $1,495 a year, but the only additional test you
get is a tool for image quality! 3DMark also allows you to upload to a database and compare your computer with other configurations. 3DMark is still popular with overclocking communities and the top estimates in the base are often computers cooling with liquid nitrogen, all clock to extreme levels (e.g. 28 core, 3.8 GHz
CPU pushed to 5.8 GHz). 20 Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Cinebench Next is another classic benchmark - Cinebench is actually a very shredded version of a rendering program called Cinema 4D, which was shot by Maxon. When you run it, the application uses the CPU to create a single image, but all done
with the latest beam tracking techniques. GPU is not used in the test except for sending output to the monitor, but it is excellent for analyzing how well the CPU manages threads and memory. Cinebench can be configured to ubere the scene using the set amount of thread, start with only 1 (basically only one core CPU)
and then all the way to 256. Even if the processor doesn't support as much of the thread, the scale will still run, as each set of instructions processes a small area of the image - in other words, using more or so just means that each defense section is smaller. You will find Cinebencha's results in about every CPU review
online, but be aware that older versions do not perform the same test, so the results are not comparable. While this is not a detailed workout for the whole system, there is nothing better than watching your new multicore processor rip through the scene. It is completely free, and available for Windows and macOS.
Another popular CPU benchmark based on under-ordering tasks is Corona. This application is based on Corona Renderer 1.3 and can compare cpu performance with a great collection of results. Basemark GPU Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Basemark GPU Basemark may seem to be a bit of a 3DMark clone
(and part of the development team are ex Futuremark employees), but this graphic test has a significant advantage over its Finnish rival: there are versions for Windows, Linux, MacOS, Android and iOS. So if you're a professional hardware tester or you just have a lot of unbballed equipment, the Basemark GPU might
just suit your needs. For a single rendering test, it is quite a great transfer to just under 1 GB; and if you want to explore how well your video card handles different types of texture compression, there is even more to get out of their servers. Basemark supports 3 different graphic APIIs: DirectX 12, OpenGL and Vulcan,
making it unique in the market in which it competes. There is a free version for all platforms, but if you want to unlock the option to automate the test or configure them outside of what the basemark is set, then you are probably unlucky. This is because these features are only available in corporate edition and there is no
public price tag for it! OCCT Download Now from TechSpot | Website: OCCT If you are for overclocking or you have just built a new system and want to test how stable it is, then you will want the program to stress test your computer. OCCT (Overclock Checking Tool) fits very nicely with the account, and although it is
only for Windows machines, it can monitor various sensors and hardware levels as it runs. There are not many tests in the app, but what to do: load the CPU, GPU, or RAM and give them a good workout. OCCT is free for general use, although it asks you for $1 to get rid of the reminder window every time you perform a
test. However, this dollar will last only one month: program creators charge $10 or $15 for an over time for one year to do the same. Blender Benchmark Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Blender Open Data Blender is an open source software for 3D modeling, rendering, animation and postproduction. The
benchmark is based on this software and developed by a project team to collect machine test results and compare system hardware, installations and to help developers track performance during blender development. The Blender benchmark is available for Windows, Linux, and macOS. The reference value can be
started online or offline. The benchmark starts Blender and orders production files with the ability to upload results to the Open Data portal on the blender.org. Geekbench 5 Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Geekbench Another popular benchmarking tool is Geekbench, by Primate Labs. This has been the same
for a long time, but in the past it has also had a fair share of negative criticism, mainly because of the key Linus Torvalds industry. That said, it was one of the few trial programs available for all 5 major platforms: Windows, Linux, MacOS, Android and iOS. The interface is as basic as they come, and there is no fancy
graphics while running. Instead, it quietly performs a series of tests that perform calculations as used in different computational workloads and displays the results in the form of a list of results. Like many reference tools, the results can be uploaded to the manufacturer's online database, which means that you can
compare your findings with other systems or share your own. Now on version 5.0, Geekbench comes as a free, unlimited trial version that does everything you need. For $9.95, though, you get the option to manage your online results, and for $99.99 you'll get a fully configured what and how the program works (but this is
really for commercial use). Novabench Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Novabench If you're for another multi-platform tester, then you should consider taking a novabench look. Available for Windows, Linux and macOS, this reference tool offers CPU, GPU, RAM and hard disk tests. Although it doesn't have the
graphic loyalty of 3DMark likes or the palette of analytical tests offered by Sandra, the overall benchmark is short and sweet (much faster than Sandra, for example) and there is also an online comparison feature. If you give $19, you will get the Pro version of the tool, and for that you will get temperature control, battery
test wear for laptops, and more configuration options. Phoronix Test Suite Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Phoronix What if you want a comparison PC (Windows, Linux or macOS do not want to pay for the full set of features? Or let's say you're an IT expert and you need to remotely test and monitor your
hardware, then what? Well, it's simple: the open source Phoronix Test Suite is what you need. However, caution should be exercised: Phoronix is not for a general or even an enthusiastic consumer. You need to be very comfortable using the command-line interface, and understand what is being tested, and how each
benchmark works. However, if you are a network manager or system developer, you won't find a better benchmarking toolkit anywhere else. The default download is available with a large number of tests, but an additional resource can be made through the OpenBenchmarking support website. 7-zip Download Now from
TechSpot | Website: 7-zip 7-zip is an application for compressing files, but it happens to contain a nifty little testing feature: it generates some unwanted data and then uses an LZM algorithm for compression and decompression, without losing data. Just go to 'Tools', click on 'Benchmark' and leave the page. Obviously
this is not a comparative tool, but it is almost always shown in CPU reviews because it presents a real-world testing scenario. The compression test is good at examining how capable the CPU cache and system memory is in terms of bandwidth and latency; decompression results are influenced more by the internal
structure of the CPU and by how well it manages random, diversified operations. So if you're looking for comparing these aspects by different processors and models, 7-zip is convenient to use and like Cinebench, the results are often displayed in CPU reviews. The best part of the program is that there is no cost, and is
available for Windows and Linux users. Unigine Superposition Download Now from TechSpot | Website: Unigine The following entry on our comparison list is actually a collection of programs made by Unigine, which for 15 years have been developing 3D graphics engines for gaming and visualization industry. They have
3 graphic benchmarks, but since the two are a little old for modern systems, we'll just stick to their latest, called Superposition. Visual imagery is nice to watch (some parts push 6 million triangles per frame, with 30 active light sources), while the test is performed and as a 3DMark, you can set it to make graphics in a
resolution higher than the output monitor -- using a very fast shadow routine to scale back down to fit on the screen. So if you want to give your GPU a decent workout, then this is a quick way to do it. Just like the UL benchmark, you get an estimate at the end of the benchmark that you can upload and compare. There
are versions for Windows and Linux, and basic edition is free; $19.95 unlocks a stress test that runs through many cycles to see how stable the system is, and allows you to upload your results to unigine scales. For more options for running an app and analyzing then you have to get a Professional version that costs an
exceptional $995, but it really isn't aimed at general users. CrystalDiskMark Download Now from TechSpot | Website: CrystalDiskMark Where unigine benchmarks focus on 3D graphics, this is all about saving you -- specifically how quickly it can read and write data on them in different ways. CrystalDiskMark is very
basic, but there's nothing wrong with that. There is no overall estimate, but the test has a range of scenario settings, from real workloads to performance checking. The latter is useful for checking that you have all installed everything well. For example, for sata-related SSDs that required 540 and 520 MB/s serial numbers
respectively -- SEQ1M results indicate that this is quite so. CrystalDiskMark is free and only available for PCs. PerformanceTEST Download Now from TechSpot | Website: PerformanceTEST No article on the list should be without at least one controversial choice, and this one is no different! We chose PerformanceTEST
by PassMark, not because it does something bad, but some people don't like it because of the way it calculates the result in CPU tests. Fans on both sides of the AMD versus Intel battle will sometimes argue that their favorite model is unfairly represented, but that is only the nature of comparative value. It's always best
to use more than one program to get a good overview of the capabilities of your system. PerformanceTEST performs a decent range of CPU, GPU, RAM and hard disk tests to create a common score, and like many others, it can be uploaded to the web database and compared to other systems. Some graphic tests (2D
and 3D gets tested) are cool to watch if only a little on the trippy side. The actual controversial part of this comparison tool is that it's not really a completely free version: you can have a 30-day evaluation copy, but after that time period, you'll need to spend $29 to unlock advanced tests and 12 months of free upgrades,
and then another $13.50 to maintain support. Compared to SiSoftware's offer with Sandro 20/20 or UL with PCMark 10, the time-limited trial version seems somewhat missed. That said, it offers a lot of information about tests, and if you look at a lot of machines and components, going for the full version is not too bad a
deal. A lot of tools so there you go, a lot of recommended software for analysis, monitoring, benchmark and stress test your devices for computers. There are many more, but we think they will meet the needs of almost everyone. If you think we've missed a lot, you can point us in the right direction in the comments. We
also think it's important to look so that the comparative measure of a computer can often be placed under a load that may not be stable. Before testing, always ensure that you have backed up all the data and if things start to look very unusual (e.g. very high odd dots on the screen), stop the program immediately. And, of
course, there's more to compare... read our guide to monitoring best practices, benchmarking in real life using games and how to analyze results. Results.
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